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Past Conference Report Stem Cell Congress 2020
The feat of 3rd International Conference on Stem Cells and Regenerative Medicine well thought-out by Allied Academies Ltd that
was apprehended during June 29-30, 2020 was a prodigious standard. Massive number of partakers from around the ecosphere had
spoken on diverse sessions.
Aim: The gathering seeks after to pass on altogether fundamental instructional researchers, specialists and studies understudies
to exchange and rate their examinations and studies outcomes on all components of Stem Cells and Regenerative Medicine. It
furthermore presents a most valuable interdisciplinary stage for scientists, professionals and teachers to offer and discussion about
the greatest current advancements, patterns, and stresses notwithstanding reasonable requesting circumstances experienced and
answers followed inside the fields of Stem Cells and Regenerative Medicine.
Conference Highlights:
Stem cells- an insight, Stem cells and bio engineering, Molecular basis of Regeneration, Cancer stem cells, Modern techniques of
Tissue Engineering, Advances in Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine, Reprogramming in Stem Cell and Transplantation,
Treatment of Diseases by Stem cell therapeutics, Nano- Biotechnology in Regenerative medicine, Bio-informatics in Stem cell research,
Stem cell banking, Genomic editing in stem cells, Viral mediated targeted Gene therapy, Stem cells in neurological disorders, Stem
cells in Cardiovascular disorders, Treatment of rare diseases by gene therapy, Stem cell culture and bioprocessing, Bio ethical issues
and challenges in stem cell research, Stem cell in disease modelling and drug discovery.
The webinar started at 9:00 opening with registration and concluded with a poster session at 3:40 pm. The Meeting enduring with
Keynote dialogs by the renowned speakers Dr. Aditya Aggarwal, India, Dr. Jelena Ban, Croatia, Dr. M Heggeness, University of
Kansas School of Medicine, USA and verbal talks from the finest and top hierarchical doctor of medicine from varied departments
who are consistent to this arena. Investigation Specialists, students and demonstrations are the special fascinations which made the
experience alive through their doubts and explores.
Conference Proceedings:
All submitted conference/event papers will be blind peer reviewed via way of means of 3 fitted out reviewers. The peer-reviewed
convention lawsuits are listed in the respective journal, Google Scholar, and different index databases. Impact Factor Indicators.
Event will run over a span of time at some point of the convention relying on the quantity and duration of the presentations. With its
excessive quality, it offers an extremely good scope of exposure for students, teachers and enterprise researchers.
Our supporters encompass organizing committee contributors, editorial contributors of International journals, its related journals,
media partners, collaborators from numerous Internal Organizations and our past individuals encompass doctors, scientists, nurses,
researchers, and students.
The supporting journals include:
Journal of Cell Biology and Metabolism
Research and Reports on Genetics
Advanced Biomedical Research and Innovation
Journal of Cell Science and Mutation
Allied Journal of Medical research
Immunotherapy: Open Access
We welcome all of the famous investigators, pupils and delegate partakers to participate on this upcoming convention to witness
precious medical discussions and assist to the destiny improvements within the discipline of Stem Cells and Regenerative Medicine.
Program Manager
Hazel Brown
For more details Visit: Stem Cell Congress 2020
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